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A versatile and professional software engineer. enthusiast about developing innovative and
creative software solution. Skilled in developing business plans, requirements specifications, 
use documentation and architectural system research.
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Foundation University Islamabad
BS Software Engineering

The Educational Network, Islamabad Oct 2019 to Jan 2020

Jan 2020 to May 2021 

May 2021 to Aug 2021

Aug 2021 to Present

EXPERIENCE

Writing efficient code in php
Create website layout/user interface by using standard HTML/CSS practices
Integrate data from various back-end services and databases
Implementing contingency plans in case the website goes down
Design, build, and maintain high performance, quality, and responsivenes of the 
android application
Identify and correct bottlenecks and fix bugs in android application
Help maintain code quality, organization, and automatization

Android/Web Developer

UNDP - KPBIT
AWS Traning - Solution Architect Associate

HTML/CSS

Codeigniter SQL

Core PHP WordPress

Javascript JQuery

C++

Photophop

Figma UI/UX Design

Illustrator

Angular

Web/App Design Bootstrap ReactJs

Dreamweaver

Jira
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HYCUBE TECH, Islamabad
Design and establish user-friendly websites, including an optimized check-out page.
Devised various custom responsive WordPress sites from design comps that included
advanced WordPress features such as Custom Post Types, Advanced Custom fields 
and WordPress customize API
Diagnosed and troubleshoot different websites of the company's critical clients by 
deploying updated knowledge of the modern technologies and techniques in the industry
Proactively liaised with the design team and project manager to ensure efficient and timely 
delivery of significant projects.

implementing websites and landing pages from concept through development.
Standardzing all output with a new, responsive, mobile-first approach and strategy.
Assessing UX and UI designs for technical feasibility.
Developing standard and ad hoc reports in graph formates if required.
Collaborating with product team members to implement new feature developments.

Designing Prototypes for Web Applications and Mobile Devices using Figma and Adobe XD
Convert design into working web-based applications
Implement design in ReactJs along with Bootstrap, CSS, and SCSS
Optimizing existing web applications to load effectively and quickly with a better experience
Link the frontend with the backend effectively to deliver a better user experience.

Web Developer

Qrypton Design Solutions
Frontend Developer

Radical Growth Solutions
Frontend Developer

Ability to identify which AWS services meet a given technical requirement.
Knowledge of recommended best practices for building and secure and reliable 
application on the AWS platform.
An understanding of the AWS Global Infrastructure
An understanding of Compute, Storage, Networking, IAM and Database AWS services.
An understanding of the basic architectural principles of building on the AWS Cloud


